1
00:00:04,049 --> 00:00:12,160
minmin may the sky was velvet black with
2
00:00:09,279 --> 00:00:15,099
diamond stars in the night and the
3
00:00:12,160 --> 00:00:18,219
sparkle starlight fell like a gentle
4
00:00:15,099 --> 00:00:21,460
rain of light be sprinkling the earth in
5
00:00:18,219 --> 00:00:24,149
a shimmering silver cloak falling on the
6
00:00:21,460 --> 00:00:27,310
campsite and be dazzling the city folk
7
00:00:24,149 --> 00:00:30,608
dry desert a had died the cat fire in
8
00:00:27,309 --> 00:00:32,920
glowing embers and the story teller told
9
00:00:30,609 --> 00:00:34,840
the tale which only he remembers that a
10
00:00:32,920 --> 00:00:37,929
night he saw the men moonlight deep
11
00:00:34,840 --> 00:00:41,789
within the dark on a distant desert play
12
00:00:37,929 --> 00:00:44,409
bad in an earth scape cold and stark
13
00:00:41,789 --> 00:00:46,929
smiling twinkle lights laughing in the
14
00:00:44,409 --> 00:00:49,358
cold crisp air and moving like men when
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15
00:00:46,929 --> 00:00:52,019
he knew none were there just blinking in
16
00:00:49,359 --> 00:00:54,489
the distance moving closer as he stared
17
00:00:52,018 --> 00:00:57,128
but he didn't move a muscle and was
18
00:00:54,488 --> 00:00:59,709
quite unprepared the men men took on
19
00:00:57,128 --> 00:01:01,838
human form and entered his domain he
20
00:00:59,710 --> 00:01:03,759
thought his mind was playing tricks deep
21
00:01:01,838 --> 00:01:07,179
inside his brain and he rubbed his eyes
22
00:01:03,759 --> 00:01:10,030
and tried in vain to clear his mind that
23
00:01:07,180 --> 00:01:13,180
min min were around him and his fear was
24
00:01:10,030 --> 00:01:16,150
left behind they took him starlight
25
00:01:13,180 --> 00:01:18,820
strolling across the astral plane and
26
00:01:16,150 --> 00:01:21,609
showed him million secrets of secret min
27
00:01:18,819 --> 00:01:24,969
min pain unknown trials of tribal
28
00:01:21,609 --> 00:01:27,819
nations for thousands of years and then
29
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00:01:24,969 --> 00:01:30,219
the storyteller stopped had to drais
30
00:01:27,819 --> 00:01:32,109
tears memories of the lights and the
31
00:01:30,219 --> 00:01:34,150
night he learnt their tail came back to
32
00:01:32,109 --> 00:01:37,329
flight emotion as his notion would
33
00:01:34,150 --> 00:01:40,240
prevail when he told this last tale from
34
00:01:37,329 --> 00:01:43,289
a long time in history and he filled all
35
00:01:40,239 --> 00:01:46,239
the city folk with question and mystery
36
00:01:43,290 --> 00:01:49,180
then the merest missed appeared at the
37
00:01:46,239 --> 00:01:51,699
city campus site would this be a sacred
38
00:01:49,180 --> 00:01:55,180
visit from the god min min life and the
39
00:01:51,700 --> 00:01:56,020
storyteller slowly stood and pointed for
40
00:01:55,180 --> 00:01:58,329
he knew
41
00:01:56,019 --> 00:02:02,199
the mending men were coming as the light
42
00:01:58,328 --> 00:02:04,839
came into view like the softer stars on
43
00:02:02,200 --> 00:02:06,340
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force back riding across the flat they
44
00:02:04,840 --> 00:02:08,890
were getting ever closer to where the
45
00:02:06,340 --> 00:02:12,340
campus at and the city stickers pale
46
00:02:08,889 --> 00:02:15,159
blood drained from their faces as the
47
00:02:12,340 --> 00:02:18,610
men Midnight's arrived and absorbed all
48
00:02:15,159 --> 00:02:21,430
their traces all the city people
49
00:02:18,610 --> 00:02:23,379
vanished but not the minion man he was
50
00:02:21,430 --> 00:02:26,230
left to tell the mini entail the best
51
00:02:23,378 --> 00:02:29,828
way that he can by taking city visitors
52
00:02:26,229 --> 00:02:32,649
to those Outback points he knows to turn
53
00:02:29,829 --> 00:02:35,189
them into min Midnight's for future men
54
00:02:32,650 --> 00:02:35,189
men chose
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